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Abstract — The paper describes how chipless tags attached
to non-metal vibrating objects can be utilized to sense
the frequency and amplitude of mm-vibration without any
calibration process, and to identify the tag from large distances
in low microwave frequency band. It is demonstrated that
micro-Doppler harmonics induced by vibrating high-resonant
scatterers are more detectable than those induced by the vibrating
object itself while the scatterers provide great area efficiency.
Presented methods for vibration sensing and identification
are experimentally validated for sub-millimeter vibrations at
distances up to 8 meters.

Keywords — Chipless Radio Frequency IDentification (RFID),
Doppler effect, Resonant Scatterer, Vibration sensing.

I. INTRODUCTION

In microwave and millimeter-wave vibration sensing
based on phase interferometry, the frequency and amplitude
of vibration can be characterized based on micro-Doppler
harmonics which appear in the backscattered signals [1]. In
most applications like healthcare monitoring [2], only the
vibration frequency is detected by using first micro-Doppler
harmonic. However, the vibration amplitude, without any
calibration process, can be determined only if the higher
order harmonics are considered too [3]. Millimeter-wave
radars due to their shorter operating wavelength provide better
resolution and a higher number of detectable harmonics which
facilitate the amplitude detection. Nevertheless, it should be
noted that other key parameters as Radar Cross Section
(RCS) of the vibrating target and the path-loss at operating
frequency will also affect the vibration sensing process.
For example, the reflection coefficient of the human body
is about only 40% in mm-wave band [4] which causes
to degrade the vital signs sensing performance at large
distances. This effect can be compensated by using high-gain
antennas whereas misalignment constraints appears as in
optical methods. Apart from this, the main challenge for
mm-wave radars raises in scenarios in which the radar should
detect the vibrating target between other vibrating objects
with similar characteristics (e.g. two humans). As a solution,
at low microwave frequencies, this issue can be effectively
alleviated by using RF tags attached to the target which make
it distinguishable. In [5], a passive RF harmonic tag has
been utilized to robustly monitor the respiration rate in the
presence of other moving objects at one meter range without
identification capability. Moreover, chipless RFID tags have
been utilized, but not based on interferometry, for displacement
sensing in [6] with limited read range of 40 cm. However,
in [7] it has been proved that moving chipless tags, thanks to
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Fig. 1. (a) Backscattering from vibrating rectangular loop in normal direction.
(b) Current distribution on the loop in fundamental resonant mode. (c)
Reradiation pattern of the loop during vibration.

the micro-Doppler effect, can be read at larger distances up to
several meters.

In this paper low-cost RF chipless tags consisting of
high-resonant scatterers are used to sense vibration parameters
(frequency and mm-range amplitude) with identification
capability at a relatively long range. As the key advantage, it is
demonstrated that the attached chipless tag can provide more
detectable micro-Doppler harmonics compared to the vibrating
object itself, with great area efficiency.

II. THEORY AND METHODOLOGY

A. Backscattering from vibrating rectangular loop

Fig. 1(a) shows a rectangular loop of wire with the length
of l (in x-direction), width of w (in z-direction), and wire
radius of a which is vibrating in y-direction. The vibration is
assumed to be single tone with amplitude of Dv and frequency
of fv which can be expressed as Dv sin(2πfvt). The far-field
radiation of an antenna, as a z-polarized plane wave, normally
impinges the vibrating loop at (θi=ϕi=π/2) and the scattered
field is captured by the same antenna at (θo=ϕo=π/2). Thus,
the incident electric field at the carrier frequency of fc can
be written as E⃗i(r⃗)=E0 e

jky ẑ where k=2πfc/c0=2π/λ and
c0 is the free-space light velocity. Normal incident z-polarized
field will excite the fundamental resonant mode of the loop
(l=λ/2) with current distribution depicted in Fig. 1(b). For
w≪l, only the two small sides of the loop with in-phase
currents will contribute in reradiation with a normalized



reradiation pattern of sin θ cos(π2 cosϕ). As it is shown in
Fig. 1(c), for normal observation angle (θo=ϕo=π/2), the
reradiation intensity of the loop does not change with respect
to the antenna during the vibration. Therefore, the complex
envelope of the backscattered field can be safely written based
on the general micro-Doppler formulation [1] as

E⃗s(r⃗, t) = ρ0(fc)E0
e−jky

2
√
πy

ej2kDv sin (2πfvt) ẑ (1)

where ρ0(fc) is a complex scattering coefficient linked to the
RCS of the loop at the normal direction as |ρ0(fc)|2 = σ(fc).
The spectral representation of (1) can be derived as

E⃗s(r⃗, f) = ρ0(fc)E0
e−jky

2
√
πy

+∞∑
n=−∞

Jn(β)δ(f − nfv) ẑ (2)

where β=4πDv/λ and Jn(β) is the first kind Bessel
function of order n which defines the amplitude of the
n-th micro-Doppler harmonic. When the loop scatterer is
attached to a non-metalic vibrating object with physical
area of Ao seen by antenna, at the resonance (l=λ/2), the
RCS level of the loop with physical area of A=wl≪Ao

can be much larger than that of the vibrating object.
This point proves that loop resonators can be utilized to
detect vibration-induced micro-Doppler harmonics from larger
distances with significant area efficiency. Moreover, it plays
an important role for mm-vibration sensing at several-GHz
frequencies where β value is quite small (β<0.5).

B. Vibration parameters sensing

After coherent reception, the Power Spectral Density
(PSD) of the complex baseband received signal Sr(f)
will contain the same non-zero frequency components as
(2) located at ±fv,±2fv, ... with associated amplitudes of
C±1, C±2, ... such that |C−n|=|C+n| for n=1, 2, .... The
vibration frequency fv is readily obtained from the first
harmonic (n=1) whereas the amplitude of the vibration,
without using any calibration process, can be determined
only if the absolute harmonics ratios (|Cn|/|Cm|, n ̸=m>1)
are considered [3]. Accordingly, a least-square (LS) estimator
based on the successive harmonics ratio is introduced as

β̂s = min

(
N−1∑
n=1

∣∣∣∣ |Jn(β)|
|Jn+1(β)|

− |Cn|
|Cn+1|

∣∣∣∣2
)

(3)

to obtain the solution β̂s and consequently the vibration
amplitude Dv where N is the order of the last detectable
harmonic. Contrary to detection method presented by [3], the
proposed estimator in (3) can provide a unique solution for
vibration amplitude while β<0.5 and when only a limited
number of harmonics are detectable (N<5) which happens
for mm-vibration sensing at several-GHz frequencies.

C. Vibrating object identification based on differential RCS

When a multi-loop chipless tag is attached to the vibrating
object, besides enhancing the detection range, it provides
identification capability which can be used to distinguish the
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Fig. 2. (a) Measurement bench used for vibration sensing. (b) Fabricated loop
scatterers as loop No.1 to 4. (c) Copper plate in compare with loop No.4.

target from other moving objects. The identification process
can be done based on differential RCS of the moving chipless
tag [7]. Similarly as [7], differential RCS of the vibrating
loop (σd) is associated to the total modulated power around
the carrier frequency and can be calculated based on the
backscattered field as

σd(fc)= lim
y→∞

4πy2
∫
B
|E⃗s(r⃗, f)|2 df

|E0|2
= σ(fc)[1−J2

0 (β)] (4)

where B = (−∞,−ϵ] ∪ [ϵ,+∞) is zero-excluded integration
bandwidth with infinitesimal ϵ > 0. Equation (4) clearly shows
that differential RCS of the vibrating loop is directly related
to its highly-resonant RCS which can be utilized to identify
multi-loop tags during the vibration.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Measurement Bench

The measurement bench is presented in Fig. 2(a) and is
composed of a VNA (HP 8720D), used as RF signal generator
in CW mode, and a spectrum analyzer (Tektronix RSA3408A)
which are respectively connected to TX and RX antennas
(A.H. Systems SAS-571). The antennas are closely positioned
tending to the monostatic configuration compatible with the
model. A simple loudspeaker with an attached foam support
has been employed to realize the single tone one-dimensional
vibration. The speaker is normally faced to the antennas
and vertically aligned with them. An LF signal generator is
used to feed sinusoidal voltage (Vs=V0 sin 2πfvt) into the
speaker. According to mechanical behaviour of the speaker, the
vibration frequency has been set to 68 Hz to provide sensible
vibration while its amplitude can be modified by varying V0.
The speaker is placed at d = 1.2 m distance from the antennas
to fulfill the far-field radiation condition. The carrier frequency
(fc) can be set in-between 4.5 and 6 GHz and the output power



(a) (b)

Fig. 3. Measured PSD of backscattering from the speaker when loop No.4 is
attached and when the loop is absent (a) for V0=1.25 V (b) for V0=5 V.

(a) (b)

Fig. 4. (a) Estimated vibration amplitude for four voltage levels feeded to
speaker using loop No.1 to 4. Average value at each level is shown in dashed
line. (b) Averaged estimated amplitude as a function of voltage. Straight line
is depicted in black dashed line for comparison.

(Pt) is 0 dBm. The spectrum analyzer acquires the received
signal over a span of 800 Hz around each carrier frequency
while it has been coherent with the VNA using 10 MHz
common reference signal. It is worth mentioning that although
due to the mechanical constraints of the speaker the vibration
frequency is selected as 68 Hz, the measurements can be
accurately done even at vibration frequencies less than 1 Hz as
long as the transmitter and receiver are coherent. Rectangular
loops considered in this paper are shown in Fig. 2(b). Four
loops namely loop No.1, 2, 3, and 4 have been fabricated
from pieces of 500 µm copper wire with defined lengths,
which are formed in the rectangular shape using a 2mm-thick
metal plate and finally are soldered in a corner point. The
fabricated rectangular loops No.1 to 4 have respective lengths
of l1=28.5 mm, l2=27 mm, l3=25.5 mm, and l4=24 mm, and
a width of w = 2 mm. Using a standard RCS measurement
procedure, the fundamental resonance frequency of the loops
No.1, 2, 3, and 4 has been measured as 4.78, 5.01, 5.37, and
5.78 GHz respectively.

B. Vibration sensing and vibrating tag identification

The vibration sensing is examined for V0=1.25, 2.5, 3.75,
and 5 V while each loop is mounted on the foam support
and fc has been set at the corresponding resonance frequency.
For example, the measured backscattered PSD associated to
the loop No.4 when V0 = 1.25 V and 5 V are presented in
Fig. 3(a) and (b) respectively, which clearly show detectable
micro-Doppler harmonics compared to when the loop is
absent. The vibration frequency is accurately measured as
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2 m
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Fig. 5. (a) Calculated differential RCS for designed chipless tags. IDs are
assigned such that loop No.1 and loop No.4 corresponds to most and least
significant bit respectively. (b) Vibration sensing read range for speaker itself
and when loop No.4 or copper plate is attached to it [see Fig. 2(c)].

68.2 Hz using the first harmonic. Based on (3) with N=3,
the vibration amplitude has been estimated at each voltage
level by using loops No.1 to 4 and the results are shown in
Fig. 4(a). The average estimated amplitude as a function of V0

is presented in Fig. 4(b). Since the speaker, as a mechanical
system, behaves linearly for small exciting forces, the perfect
linear variation of the estimated amplitude versus V0 proves the
validity of the results and good performance of the proposed
estimator. The results obtained from the method presented
in [3] (detection based on only one harmonic ratio as |J3|/|J1|)
is also depicted in Fig. 4(b) which shows better performance
for LS estimator. For V0=5 V, the calculated differential RCS
of the vibrating loops as a function of carrier frequency (fc ;
4500:10:6000 MHz) are presented in Fig. 5(a). At each fc, the
differential backscattered power Pbs d (i.e., power associated
to the side bands) has been obtained based on the measured
PSD and σd is calculated by σd(fc)=[(4π)3d4Pbs d]/[PtG

2λ2]
where G is the antennas gain. The identification process based
on σd is demonstrated by the observed peaks at the resonance
frequency of each loop, which also validates (4). Moreover,
the calculated σd for two multi-resonator tags are added in
Fig. 5(a) to demonstrate the identification capability which
is an advantage of the proposed idea compared to [5] in
multi-object scenarios.

C. Read Range

The advantage of using high-resonant scatterers to enhance
vibration sensing range is investigated experimentally when
V0=5 V. The Pbs d is measured for three cases as 1) speaker
itself, 2) speaker attached with loop No.4, and 3) speaker
attached with the copper plate shown in Fig. 2(c), at the same
frequency of 5.78 GHz. To obtain the maximum achievable
read range for each case, at the fixed distance of d=1.2 m,
Pbs d has been measured as a function of Pt ; −30:1:5 dBm.
Afterwards, for each Pt value, the equivalent distance is
determined by assuming a fixed transmitted power of 5 dBm.
The measured Pbs d as a function of equivalent distance is
presented in Fig. 5(b) for the three cases. Considering a
detection threshold of −90 dBm, the vibration can be sensed
by using the loop at distances of at least four and two times of
what can be reached respectively without any loop and with
the plate.



IV. CONCLUSION

Chipless RFID tags consist of high-resonant rectangular
loops have been employed for mm-vibration sensing at
several-GHz frequencies from large distances. An analytical
model has been presented for backscattering from the
vibrating loop, and a vibration amplitude estimator based
on micro-Doppler harmonics ratio has been introduced.
Performance of the amplitude estimator and the identification
capability based on differential RCS have been verified in
measurements for mm-vibrations. At best, at least in 3 m
range, a 400µm vibration amplitude can be measured at
5.78 GHz while the transmitted power (0 dBm) is much
smaller than what is licensed for 5.8 GHz ISM band (30 dBm).
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